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Richmond Surgery Newsletter
Opening Times:

Premises Improvements

Richmond Surgery
Mon-Fri 8am-6.30pm
(see inside for details of
clinics outside of these hours)

Side Extension
The scaffolding has finally come down and the contractors are
completing works internally.

Wellbeing Pharmacy
Richmond Surgery
Richmond Close
Fleet Hants GU52 7US
Mon-Sat 0700-2230
Sun 1000-1700
Tel: 01252 447001

NEW Fascia, Soffits & Gutters
The originals were replaced in early February 2017. With the new uPVC
windows and entrance doors the premises looks modern and bright. We
are very pleased with the overall result.

Rowlands Pharmacy
5 Linkway Parade
Courtmoor Fleet
Hants GU52 7UL
Mon-Thurs 0830-1800
Fri 0830-1830
Sat 0900-1300
Tel: 01252 615582

Car Park
We are obtaining quotations to have the parking lines refreshed, clearer
disabled spacing together with clearly marked non parking areas to
prevent congestion and unfortunately, inconsiderate parking that blocks
other users. We hope to commence this work soon. The car park will
need to be closed for this, but we will notify by the usual various
methods.

Boots The Chemist Pharmacy
225 Fleet Road
Fleet Hants GU51 3BN
Mon-Fri: 0830-1800
Sat: 0830-1730
Sun: 1000-1600
Tel: 01252 613698

Antenatal Clinics

Church Crookham Pharmacy
157 Aldershot Road
Church Crookham
Hants GU52 8JS
Mon-Fri 0900-1800
Sat 0900-1200
Tel: 01252 621098

Inside this issue

From 20th February 2017 the midwifery team started hosting their
antenatal clinics from Fleet Hospital. Our reception team can advise you
regarding booking information.
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Richmond Surgery - Dementia Friendly Practice Approval
Richmond Surgery has been awarded Dementia Friendly status.
You may have noticed that we have made a few minor cosmetic
changes to a few areas in the surgery. This has been to assist those
patients with dementia. For example, the coloured signs above the
consultation rooms have had the colour name added e.g. the orange
sign has the word “orange” added. We have also changed the toilet
seats in the patients’ toilets. These are now blue. This is because
some dementia suffers can struggle to see the seat if it is the same
colour as the toilet itself and/or the walls/flooring; the seat has to stand
out - hence the blue colour.
We have worked with our PPG on this and if you have any further
suggestions, please post these in the PPG
Suggestion Box (which is in the waiting
area beneath the TV screen) for
consideration.
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Ways to Manage Chronic Pain
The old-fashioned treatment
for persistent pain, also
known as chronic pain, was
bed rest for weeks or months
on end. We now know this is
the worst possible approach.
Exercise and continuing to
work are key to recovery.

and often.

Forget resting if you have a
painful condition like back pain.

But try and avoid overdoing it on
good
days
and
then
paying for this by having more
and more bad days.

Lying in bed for long periods
may actually make the pain last
longer, because inactivity makes
you stiffen up, your muscles and
bones get weaker, you don't
sleep well, you become lonely
and depressed, and the pain
feels worse.
You'll also find that it becomes
harder and harder to get going
again.
A better approach to reducing
pain is a combination of:





exercise
staying at work
physical therapy
painkillers

Exercise to beat pain
Choose an exercise that won't
put too much strain on yourself.
Good options include:







walking
swimming
exercise bike
dance/yoga/pilates
most daily activities
hobbies

Try to
be active every
day,
instead of only on the good days
when you're not in so much pain.
This may reduce the number of
bad days you have and help you
feel more in control.

Go to work despite the pain
It's important to try to stay in
work even though you're in pain.
Research shows that people
become less active and more
depressed when they don't work.
Being at work will distract you
from the pain and won't make
your pain worse.
Talk to your supervisor or boss
about the parts of your job that
may be difficult to begin with,
but stress that you want to be at
work.
If you have to stay off work for a
while, try to get back as soon as
possible.
If you've been off work for four
to six weeks, plan with your
doctor, therapist or employer
how and when you can return.

and

You could go back to work
gradually. For instance, you
might start with one day a week
and gradually increase the time
you spend at work.

Activity and stretching needs to
become part of your lifestyle so
you routinely do exercise little

You could also agree changes to
your job or pattern of work, if it

helps – a health and safety rep
or
occupational
health
department may be useful here.
Physical therapy for pain
Pain experts often recommend a
short course of physical therapy.
This helps you to move better,
relieves your pain, and makes
daily tasks and activities, such as
walking, going up stairs, or
getting in and out of bed, easier.
Physical therapy for persistent
pain can involve manipulation,
stretching exercises and pain
relief exercises.
Physical therapy is usually
delivered by an osteopath,
chiropractor or a physiotherapist.
Acupuncture is also offered
across the UK by some
healthcare providers, including
physiotherapists, especially for
back pain and neck pain.
Physiotherapists can give you
advice on the right type of
exercise and activity.
Occupational
therapists
can
support you with environmental
changes that can help you
remain in work and function
better at home.
If you have physical therapy, you
should begin to feel the benefits
after a few sessions.
Your GP may be able to refer you
for physical therapy on the NHS,
though in some areas physical
therapy
is
only
available
privately.
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In some areas, there is direct
access to NHS physiotherapy
without the need for a GP
referral.

four to six hours, preferably to
overcome a flare-up of your
pain or to help get you through
an impending activity.

Your GP can also refer you for
exercise on referral classes, and
some centres have specific
classes for low back pain.

Don't wait until your pain
is severe
before
you start
taking painkillers,
as
they
won't work as well.

Painkillers for long-term pain

If a two-week course of overthe-counter painkillers doesn't
work, ask for help from your GP
or pharmacist.

It's safe to use over-the-counter
painkillers
to reduce
your
pain so you can be more active.
But it's important to use
painkillers carefully, as they
have side effects.
Paracetamol is the simplest and
safest painkiller. You could also
try anti-inflammatory tablets like
ibuprofen, as long as you don't
have a condition (like a stomach
ulcer) that prevents you from
using them.
It's important to take painkillers
at the recommended dose and
to take them regularly every

Meditation for pain
The
20
minute guided
meditation
course
from
Meditainment is easy-to-follow,
free and proven to help people
cope with chronic pain.
It's part of the Pathway through
Pain online course which is
provided by the NHS in some
areas for
people
with persistent pain.

Online help for pain

Ask your GP or pain specialist
how to access the course.

There's
a
lot
of
online
information if you're living with
pain.
General pain websites
Action on Pain
Pain Concern

Article from NHS Choices
Page last reviewed: 24/06/2015
Next review due: 28/02/2018

Self help tips
The Pain Toolkit is a collection
of helpful tips and strategies for
persistent pain put together
by a fellow sufferer:
The Pain Toolkit

Do you look after or support someone?

Do you look after, help or support a relative, friend or neighbour?
Do you regularly visit someone and give support with their personal affairs?
Do you support someone with their personal care, health or their finances?
Let your GP know you are a carer
GPs would like to know about the carers who attend the surgery so they can offer the right
help, support and information.
Ask for a Carers GP Registration Form or talk to the receptionist TODAY
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Did you know that the NHS is in crisis?
The NHS is struggling to cope with the demands being made on it says the General Medical
Council:
The "growing number of people with multiple, complex, long term needs" who needed
treatment at a time of "severely constrained funding" was made "significantly worse by the
fragility of social care services"... The NHS is doing more, with less, with the added pressure of
the financial and bureaucratic costs of service fragmentation under the Health and Social Care
Act 2012.
FACTS:
Your GP surgery is a business. We are Contractors to NHS England.
Your GP surgery receives funding from NHS England (via the CCG) for the services it provides.
Your GP Surgery is unable to provide services for which is does not receive funding.
GP Surgeries are closing through lack of sufficient funding.
Your GP cannot fund services from his/her own pocket.
HOW YOU CAN HELP SUPPORT YOUR GP SURGERY:
Do help us to help you with your condition, for example: exercise more, eat well, don’t smoke,
reduce alcohol consumption, take your medication and attend your regular check-ups with the
nurse to try to avoid a hospital visit. Prevention really is better than cure.
Don’t use a crucial appointment with the GP if it’s a minor illness
Do self-care with advice from your Pharmacist.
Remember: it isn’t all about an appointment with a GP.
Do attend the surgery for your annual flu vaccines so that we can check your other health
needs.
Do make sure we have your up to date mobile number and email address so that we can keep
you up to date with what the surgery offers you in the way of access to care.

The Minor Illness Clinic
Many minor illnesses especially colds sore throats and
conjunctivitis can be treated with over the counter
remedies in the first instance. Speak to your qualified
Pharmacist for advice.
This clinic is available every weekday morning except
Tuesday from mid March. Appointments are available
both on the day and 2 days to book ahead. An
appointment is often more readily available than with a
GP and should be used for:
Persistent Coughs/colds
Persistent Sore throats,
Tonsillitis
Persistent Conjunctivitis
Earaches
Diarrhoea, vomiting
Stomach upsets

Minor cuts, sprains
Appointments are available to book online via our
EMIS online services.
The minor illness clinic is NOT for general nursing,
travel or non minor illness. You will have a wasted
journey and will be asked to re-schedule your
appointment to a nursing one.
If you are unsure if your ailment is a minor illness,
please speak with our reception team.
PLEASE reserve our GP appointments for
serious issues and illnesses.
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In February 2017 we had a total of
34 missed GP appointments
57 missed Nurse appointments
That is an average of 4 appointments per working day
Some of these appointments were 20-30 minutes with our
nursing teams.
That is a lot of wasted appointment time.
Could you have used that appointment?
As a patient, please help your surgery
AND your access to care by CANCELLING appointments
if you no longer need it or cannot keep it.
Someone else will ALWAYS need the appointment.
Thank you
Drs King, Sinclair, Hatley, Gossage & Lingham

Your 10 Minute GP Appointment
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Avoid the Queues and Book Your Appointment Online
Online Patient GP Services



We realise it can be frustrating sometimes when
the surgery reception phones are busy and there is
a long queue at the reception desk.




Have you considered signing up for the online
services?

Please note the following:


The benefits include:



 Booking appointments with your GP up to 6



weeks in advance. You don’t have to wait for
the surgery phone lines to open at 8am - you
can make your booking online whenever it suits
you, including evenings and weekends.
 Emergency on the day appointments are
available online from 7am on the day.

Appointments with the Minor Illness Clinic can
be booked online 48 hours in advance.
Ordering your repeat prescriptions online.
View your summary care record online.

Registration for Online Patient GP Services is
for patients aged 16+.
All online services users must have their own
individual email address.
Family/shared email addresses cannot be used.
This is for strict NHS England Data
Confidentiality purposes.
The application form for Online Services is
available on our website and at Reception.

Surgery Opening Times
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GP Telephone Triage - Why do we offer these?
Telephone Triage Calls/Consultations were
introduced as another form of patient access to
care several years ago at Richmond Surgery. They
are offered when all emergency on the day
appointments have been taken or for lesser
medical matters where a patient decides they do
not require a face to face consultation.




Send your request by email to
nehccg.richmondsurgery-scripts@nhs.net
By completing a Repeat Prescription Slip and
handing in to reception.

Thank you.
Drs King, Sinclair, Hatley, Gossage & Lingham

We often hear a patient insisting or even
complaining that a telephone triage is no good,
that they need to see a GP. We appreciate this,
but when there are NO available face to face
consultations left with us, the next step should be
to accept a Telephone Triage Call with a GP. We
work through these as quickly as we can, often in
between face to face consultations, and once we
have spoken with you, only we can make that
clinical decision that we need to see you.
We will advise you of a time to come to the
surgery if required. This is NOT a decision that can
be made by our reception team.
A telephone triage with a GP is not required to
order a repeat prescription. You can request a
repeat prescription by one of the following
methods:


Register for EMIS Web online services

Who Can Deal With Your Enquiry?
Reception Tel: 01252 811466
 To make an appointment to see a doctor or
nurse.
 To speak to a doctor (telephone triage & follow
up consultation).
 For test results (after 10am).
 Fit (sick) Notes.
 Prescription enquiries but NOT requests over the
phone (prescription requests can be made via
EMIS Patient online services, or by email:
nehccg.richmondsurgery-scripts@nhs.net or
complete a prescription request slip in
reception).
 Death Certificate enquiries.
 Care home visits.

Ask for our Admin Team
 For EMIS online queries.
 Patient record transfers.
 General enquiries that are not dealt with by our
reception team
 nehccg.richmonsurgery@nhs.net
Medical Secretaries Tel: 01252 811477
 For information about your referral.
 Insurance forms and reports.
 Non-NHS work eg Fit to travel letters, travel
cancellation forms, HGV/taxi licence medical
appointments.
 Subject Access Requests (requesting a copy of
your medical record).
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Patient Participation Group
You can learn more about us and our role on
Richmond Surgery’s website
www.richmondsurgeryfleet.com/patient-group
If you are interested in working with the PPG,
please email me in the first instance. Please note
that potential members are discussed with both
existing PPG members, and the Surgery Partners
and the Managing Partner.

Please note, the PPG remit is NOT to deal with
patient complaints. These should be addressed
directly to the Surgery in writing.
Barry Goring | PPG Chairman
Email: ppg@barryg15.plus.com

Staff News

Patient Feedback
Can I please advise that I have now moved from the
area.
I am very sorry about this as your surgery is very
well run and administered by a very professional and
friendly team that always tries to satisfy the patient
in my experience.
Thank you for 6 years of help and support and its
important to recognise great patient care when it
seems the norm to criticise.

We said goodbye to Senior Nurse Lynn
Brock at the end January as
she
embarked on a new challenge with a
smaller GP surgery of 5,000 patients.
We wish Lynn all the very best in her
new job.
In March, we welcome our new Senior
Practice Nurse Lorna Pepper to lead our
nursing team. Lorna specialises in chronic
diseases.

Concerns or Complaints

Out of hours help
Patients in this area of Hampshire are able
to call just one number - 111, for medical
advice when the surgery is closed.
The number has replaced the old
Out of Hours number and the
staff on 111 are able to refer you
on to the Out of Hours team if
they decide that is required.
For Life-threatening
Emergencies
DIAL 999

If you have concerns,
complaints or wish to
make a suggestion we
request that you put this
in writing, either letter
form, by email to
nehccg.richmondsurgery
@nhs.net or use our
Surgery Complaint Form
available from reception
or our patient waiting
room.
Complaints are taken
extremely
seriously,
therefore your formal,
signed written account
will ensure we have the
full facts to conduct an
investigation in to your
complaint.

We do not offer a
discussion in person.
Speaking to a member of
staff will not record your
complaint or concern and
therefore our reception
team will request that
you put your complaint or
concern formally in
writing.
We aim to acknowledge
receipt of your written
complaint
within
3
working days and where
necessary, will respond
again after we have
investigating further.
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Christina Hood, Osteopath - The Odiham Clinic
For this article I have put the ball in the court of my colleague Anthony Brindle MOst, Registered
Osteopath. Anthony is also qualified in Sports Massage and Dry Needling. He is a keen squash player
and coach, having represented Gibraltar at various international events, most notably the 2014
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow.
Osteopathy for better health
Head, shoulders, knees and toes...and backs, of course! As an osteopath I often have people ask, “so do
you just treat backs?” but actually this couldn’t be further from the truth. Through our five years of training
we learn to help with a wide range of conditions. These are as wide ranging as headaches caused by
upper back and neck tension (known as cervicogenic headaches) to lower back issues caused by a lifting
injury or niggling sports related injuries in people's pursuit of a New Year's resolution or fitness goal like
the upcoming London Marathon.
While treating, other issues are often mentioned!
In clinic I’ve had several situations while treating a patient for a lower back or neck complaint where a
patient has mentioned after a few treatments that they have other issues such as a persistent pain in
their Achilles tendon. Quite often this may be worse in the morning, going up or down stairs or when
going for their weekly run. When asked why they hadn’t mentioned this before, they express how they
didn’t realise osteopaths could help with such symptoms.
Structured approach & specific exercise advice
A careful examination followed by a structured approach to hands on treatment as well as specific
exercise advice can greatly help - stretches for tight calf muscles for example can often help relieve
Achilles and foot problems such as plantar fascitis (that burning sensation in the bottom of your foot that
has you thinking you’re walking over hot coals first thing in the morning.
Holistic approach to a person's health
This means osteopaths look at the entire body and the interactions between one body part and another
as well as how a patient's pain may be caused by certain postural habits. So rather than just treating the
area where a patient feels their pain we will also look at other factors contributing to the pain. Going back
to the example of a patient with back pain and Achilles pain, there could possibly be a link between the
two areas...did compensating for the Achilles problem trigger the lower back or vice versa? Surely it
would make sense to treat both..!
At Richmond Surgery, Anthony and myself use a wide range of hands on
techniques as well as exercise and postural advice to a treat a whole host of
injuries, so why not pop in, you might be surprised what injuries we could help with.
Christina Hood BSc(Ost)
Registered Osteopath
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Complementary Therapies

Fleet
Minor Surgery
Minor surgery is available at the
surgery on a private basis. The
surgery is performed by Dr Ed
Hatley. The following
procedures are available:








Cryotherapy
Cauterisation
Skin tag removal
Wart and mole removal
Ingrowing toenail
Steroid joint injection
Histopathology
A price list is available at
Reception.
To book a consultation
please call 01252 811466

Private physiotherapy is available at Richmond Surgery. No waiting list and
hands on treatment. Mrs Emery has 22 Years’ experience in both NHS and
private physiotherapy. She provides treatment for spinal problems (neck
and back) and musculo-skeletal conditions (joints, ligaments and muscles).
She has years of sports physiotherapy experience after working with the
Birmingham Royal Ballet and local sports teams. She also provides
acupuncture.
Registered with all major insurance companies. (BUPA reg no 10011965)
and AXA/PPP (reg no MK00921).
For further information or to book an appointment, please ring Mrs Emery
on 07816834174 or email: physio@back2fitness-physio.co.uk
www.back2fitness-physio.co.uk

The Odiham Clinic
Osteopathy with
Christina Hood &
Anthony Brindle
Available by appointment at
Richmond Surgery
Please see their leaflets and
business cards
in our waiting area.
Contact The Odiham Clinic on
01252 459040
To arrange treatment at
Richmond Surgery
www.theodihamclinic.co.uk
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